[Improvement of detectability of microcalcifications by magnification digital mammography].
Our aim in this study was to evaluate the potential utility of magnification mammography with a CR system by investigating the basic imaging parameters and detectability of microcalcifications in comparison with those of conventional screen-film systems. The basic imaging parameters were evaluated by measuring scatter fraction, modulation transfer function (MTF), Wiener spectrum, and incident dose for the various magnification factors. The detection of simulated microcalcifications in radiographs of a mammographic phantom and breast specimens were evaluated subjectively and quantitatively for screen-film and CR techniques with various magnification factors. The scatter fraction of digital magnification mammography decreased with increasing magnification factor. MTF of magnification digital mammography improved with increasing magnification factor. The detectability of microcalcifications with the CR system was significantly improved by magnification technique. From the above results, it is expected that the use of magnification mammography with a CR system will improve the detectability of microcalcification.